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```
sylcount-package          sylcount: Syllable Counting and Readability Measurements
```

**Description**

An English language syllable counter, plus readability score measure-er. For readability, we support Flesch Reading Ease and Flesch-Kincaid Grade Level (Kincaid et al. 1975), Automated Readability Index (Senter and Smith 1967), Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (McLaughlin 1969), and Coleman-Liau (Coleman and Liau 1975). The package has been carefully optimized and should be very efficient, both in terms of run time performance and memory consumption. The main methods are vectorized by document, and scores for multiple documents are computed in parallel via OpenMP.
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Drew Schmidt <wraithematics AT gmail.com>

```
doc_counts
```

**Description**

Computes some basic document counts (see the 'Value' section below for details).

The function is vectorized by document, and scores are computed in parallel via OpenMP. You can control the number of threads used with the nthreads parameter.

**Usage**

```r
doc_counts(s, nthreads = sylcount.nthreads())
```

**Arguments**

- `s`  A character vector (vector of strings).
- `nthreads`  Number of threads to use. By default it will use the total number of cores + hyperthreads.
Details

The function is essentially just `readability()` without the readability scores.

Value

A dataframe containing:

- `chars` the total number of characters
- `wordchars` the number of alphanumeric characters
- `words` text tokens that are probably English language words
- `nonwords` text tokens that are probably not English language words
- `sents` the number of sentences recognized in the text
- `sylls` the total number of syllables (ignores all non-words)
- `polys` the total number of "polysyllables", or words with 3+ syllables

See Also

`readability`

Examples

```r
library(sylcount)
a <- "I am the very model of a modern major general."
b <- "I have information vegetable, animal, and mineral."

doc_counts(c(a, b), nthreads=1)
```

Description

Computes some basic "readability" measurements, including Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid grade level, Automatic Readability Index, and the Simple Measure of Gobbledygook. The function is vectorized by document, and scores are computed in parallel via OpenMP. You can control the number of threads used with the `nthreads` parameter.

The function will have some difficulty on poorly processed and cleaned data. For example, if all punctuation is stripped out, then the number of sentences detected will always be zero. However, we do recommend removing quotes (single and double), as contractions can confuse the parser.

Usage

```r
readability(s, nthreads = sylcount.nthreads())
```
Arguments

s A character vector (vector of strings).
nthreads Number of threads to use. By default it will use the total number of cores + hyperthreads.

Details

The return is split into words and non-words. A non-word is some block of text more than 64 characters long with no spaces or sentence-ending punctuation inbetween. The number of non-words is returned mostly for error-checking/debugging purposes. If you have a lot of non-words, you probably didn’t clean your text properly. The word/non-word division is made in an attempt to improve run-time and memory performance.

For implementation details, see the Details section of ?sy1count.

Value

A dataframe containing:

- chars the total number of characters
- wordchars the number of alphanumeric characters
- words text tokens that are probably English language words
- nonwords text tokens that are probably not English language words
- sents the number of sentences recognized in the text
- sylls the total number of syllables (ignores all non-words)
- polys the total number of "polysyllables", or words with 3+ syllables
- re Flesch reading ease score
- gl Flesch-Kincaid grade level score
- ari Automatic Readability Index score
- smog Simple Measure of Gobbledygook (SMOG) score
- cl the Coleman-Liau Index score
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See Also

doc_counts
Examples

```r
library(sylcount)
a <- "I am the very model of a modern major general."
b <- "I have information vegetable, animal, and mineral."
# One or the other
readability(a, nthreads=1)
readability(b, nthreads=1)
# Bot at once as separate documents.
readability(c(a, b), nthreads=1)
# And as a single document.
readability(paste0(a, b, collapse=" "), nthreads=1)
```

Description

A vectorized syllable counter for English language text.

Because of the R memory allocations required, the operation is not thread safe. It is evaluated in serial.

Usage

```r
sylcount(s, counts.only = TRUE)
```

Arguments

- `s` A character vector (vector of strings).
- `counts.only` Should only counts be returned, or words + counts?

Details

The maximum supported word length is 64 characters. For any token having more than 64 characters, the returned syllable count will be NA.

The syllable counter uses a hash table of known, mostly "irregular" (with respect to syllable counting) words. If the word is not known to us (i.e., not in the hash table), then we try to "approximate" the number of syllables by counting the number of non-consecutive vowels in a word.

So for example, using this scheme, each of "to", "too", and "tool" would be classified as having one syllable. However, "tune" would be classified as having 2. Fortunately, "tune" is in our table, listed as having 1 syllable.

The hash table uses a perfect hash generated by gperf.
Value
A list of dataframes.

See Also
readability

Examples
library(sylcount)
a <- "I am the very model of a modern major general."
b <- "I have information vegetable, animal, and mineral."

sylcount(c(a, b))
sylcount(c(a, b), counts.only=FALSE)

Description
Returns the number of cores + hyperthreads on the system. The function respects the environment variable OMP_NUM_THREADS.

Usage
sylcount.nthreads()

Value
An integer; the number of threads.
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